
How to use demand data for… LICENSING & MERCHANDISING

Demand Expressions® are a measurement of the desire, engagement, and consumption of TV content, weighted
by importance: for example, actual content consumption like watching an entire episode is scored as a much 
more important expression of demand, than a simple “like” on a social network.

For further support, please don’t hesitate to reach out to
insights@parrotanalytics.com

License Consumer Products from SVOD Content

Business Questions:

• How can I show the popularity of my title or brand when the show is only available on a SVOD
platform that doesn’t release performance data?

Major SVODs value the proprietary nature of their viewership and rarely share, if ever, a show’s 

performance data.  This information, however, is critically important for evaluating and 

pitching licensing and merchandising opportunities. The following scenario demonstrates the 

use of Parrot Analytics demand data to capitalize on a given opportunity: 
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In the above scenario, Parrot Analytics showed that the Children’s Title was in fact the 

most popular Children’s title in the Country under consideration. Since the local SVOD 

provider would not release viewership data, Parrot Analytics demand data allows to draw 

comparisons between other SVOD and even titles on linear TV to highlight the Title’s 

popularity. Furthermore, by comparing the Title’s relative popularity across the region, one can 

prioritize the markets to approach for licensing and merchandising opportunities. 

Parrot Analytics’ demand data provides invaluable context for licensing and merchandising 

negotiations: It allows to compare a title or brand’s popularity against competing franchises 

within a market, irrespective of where they air. 
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